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Health insurance change expected
By RICHARD BLAND

The University is currently
considering switching its student
health insurance policy to Blue
Cross-Blue Shield, announced
Larry Denton, Assistant to
Homewood Vice-President
Benton, at the Friday meeting of

the Hopkins Health Committee
Compulsory

Denton stated that Blue
Cross-Blue Shield had submitted
a proposal to the university
calling for a compulsory policy
that would offer considerably
more comprehensive coverage
than the current university health
insurance program.

Denton added that bids from
several private insurance
companies were expected within
the next week. He said that the
university would accept the
course which offered the best
coverage for the lowest cost.

The Blue Cross-Blue Shield
plan calls for a compulsory
feature which requires students
to either take their policy or
demonstrate a comparable
coverage through their parents.

Added Coverage
Currently, approximately 55%

of all students at Hopkins are
enrolled in the university's health
insurance program, while the
other 45% are either covered

Larry Denton,, left, at Health Committee meeting

through their parents or have no
policy whatsoever.

Denton commented that either
BlueCross Blue Shield or any of
the private insurance companies
would offer maternity and
psychiatric coverage in no way
provided for under the current
university insurance program.

Frank Kollman, chairman of
the Health Committee, stated
that BlueCross Blue Shield, or a
comparable policy would offer a
"vastly more flexible policy on
which it will be easier to make
claims."

In other business at the Health
Conrail (tee meeting, Kollman
reported that a meeting with Dr.

Wasserman dies
Earl Reeves Wasserman,

Caroline Donovan Professor of
English since 1953, died
suddenly Saturday evening in
Wilmington after being taken ill
during a lecture that afternoon at
the University of Pennsylvania.
He was 59.
De'n George E. Owen,

commented, "We looked on Earl
Wasserman as the image of Johns
Hopkins. He was the ideal scholar
of our University and represented
what we stand for. He
understood the University
completely, as well if not better
than most of us."

Wasserman, a leading authoiity
on 18th century and Romantic
poetry, and a senior editor of
ELH: English Literary History,
entered Hopkins as a freshman in
1930, and received his Ph.D. here
in 1937. Following naval service
as a communications officer in
the Pacific during World War II,
he was a member of the faculty
at the University of Illinois for
ten years.
Wasserman returned to

Hopkins in 1948, and was named
to the Donovan Chair five years
later.
Wasserman authored four

books of literary criticism, and
edited two others. The critical
works include "The Finer Tone:
Keats' Major Poems, The Subtler
Language: Critical Readings of
Neoclassic and Romantic Poems,

A 
Shelley 's Prometheus Unbound:
A Critical Reading, and Sheller:
A Critical Reading."
The second Shelley book,

published in 1971, has been
described as one of the three or
four most important • Shelley
books to appear in this century.
Wasserman edited Pope's

Epistle to Bathurst and Aspects
of the Eighteenth Century.

Discussing his approach to
literature, Wasserman wrote in
The Finer Tone: "If, as 1 believe,
there is no such thing as a
'tradition,' but only the repeated
creation of works of art, then the
history of literature is not one of
appearances and disappearances
of organicism, but one of
changing artistic designs and
patterns of thought in terms of
which...art is organic in varying
degrees."

Roy Chestnut of the Brow
Infirmary revealed that rumors ot
drug abuse at the infirmary are
not serious.

No Addicts

"The clinic has not created
addicts," Chestnut reportedly
told members of the Committee.
The Committee has

discovered, though, that the
clinic's staff of 4 internists, 2
surgeons, and 3 nurses is too
small to handle normal caseloads.

Homewood security
remains unimproved

By ALLEN SHORT
Administrative action on

Homewood security
improvements is still in its
preliminary stages despite almost
a year's study of campus security
problems.

According to Larry Denton,
Executive Assistant to
Homewood Vice-President
George Benton, no official
approval has yet been given to
three major security proposals
made last spring.
At that time it was

recommended that the University
install a costly new anti-crime
lighting system. establish a
student foot patrol, and install a
network of campus security
telephones.

Following several assault
attempts on Hopkins women last
semester, the Homewood
Advisory Council (HAC), whose
responsibility it is to advise
Benton on matters concerning
the Homewood Division, resolved
to support immediate action on
the proposed lighting system.

According to Denton, the
HAC has since modified that
support, recommending light
installation only on parking lots
and along main footpaths. The
Council's retreat from
recommending a more extensive
lighting system, Denton
continued, reflects its reluctance
to see the campus "lit up likn a
Christmas tree".

Though poles for additional
campus lighting have been

ordered and invitations for bids
on installation costs have been
extended, Denton could give no
tentative date for beginning the
actual installation of a new
lighting system.
The proposed student foot

patrol is apparently the most
controversial of the security
recommendations. One month
ago, Dean of Students Robert
Fitzpatrick voiced his opposition
to the proposal saying that "I'm
not so sure that this is what is
needed. People are going to have
to justify to me that this is the
best way (to improve campus
security)".
Though Benton has not

reached a decision on the foot
patrol, his assistant echoed
Fitzpatrick's skepticism, saying
that the proposal's high financial
cost would make it particularly
unwieldy in light of the
University's budgetary problems.
Denton added that an alternative
to the proposal, expanding on
the campus security force, had
been considered but not acted
upon.
The installation of outdoor

security telephones has received
unofficial approval but has yet to
be implemented.

Over a month ago, University
officials cited the need for
underground cables for the
proposed system and speculated
that the necessary excavations
would delay the system's overal
installation by two to three
months.

Mrs. King stresses non-violence
By MARTIN FRENCH

Coretta Scott King addressed a
Shriver Hall audience on the
issues of non-violent action as a
vehicle for social change, Friday,
in the second Martin Luther King
Memorial Lecture.
"There are many who are

trying social change, but not
enough are trying non-violent
social change." she warned.

Mrs. King continued with a
eulogy to her husband and his
work, which had made it possible
for "millions of black people to
escape from fear," and had
shown the effectiveness of
non-violent action.

"Non-violence is truth force:
non-violence is an active force:it
is very strong and powerful,-
King asserted. "When you couple
that with action and
commitment. then you have an
unbeatable combination." she
said.

Like a missionary recounting a
spiritual awakening, she discussed
the history and import of the
non-violent movement of
1955-1968.

King told o the optimism
and faith of the early days of
Martin Luther King's leadership.
and how the bus boycotters and
Freedom Riders prepared for
their test with Southern law
officers.
"We ain't going' let nobody

turn us around, we're goin' be
free became a slogan for us," saic
King. "Martin never saw that
struggle as a struggle for black
people, he saw it as a struggle to
free people," King said of her

' Mrs. Coretta Scott King

husband.
"What he represented was a

unifying something which brings
people together." she eulogized.
King asked. "What has

happened to the students? What
will the students do now?" She
then outlined the philosophy of
Martin Luther King's movement.
"You cannot satisfy man's

spiritual needs and not his
physical needs, and vice-versa,
was our idea." stated King. "We
just applied the non-violent
method to problem-solving. to
changing individuals and to
changing institutions.-

Fair And Poor
King detailed the origins of the

fair housing and poor people's
campaigns and their strategy.
Collecting facts on injustice came
first, then negotiations with the
white power structure, then
"self-purification- in mass

meetings.
"We sang freedom songs,

hymns, and spirituals. We prayed
that God would make us love our
enemies, prayed that we would
absorb whatever physical
violence was perpetrated against
us. This made us strong when we
went out and took to the

- streets." King explained.
Guarded

Regarding current events. King
showed her guarded optimism.
"The problem is still basically

economic, but the solution is
political.- she said.
"Sometimes we feel there's

not much hope with leadership in
the White House. with O.E.O.
cutbacks, but the answer is for
you to become active in
non-violent action. Power
understands power: it can be
used effectively in boycotts."
King counselled.
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campus notes
ilETTER MUSIC

An instrumental and vocal mu-
sic recital will be held March 9 in
the Garrett Room of the MSE Lib-
rary at 8 pm. The recital will fea-
ture a wide variety of classical mu-
sic and is open to all members of
the Hopkins community. The pro-
gram is under the auspices of
George Woodhead.

SOCIAL SCIENCES JOURNAL
Students interested in joining

the staff of the new journal, Let-
ters and Papers On The Social Sci
ences, must contact Steve

Schwartz at Box 1310 before
March 13. The deadline for sub-
mission of manuscripts for the
first issue is March 21.

BICYCLE CLUB TRIP
The Johns Hopkins Bicycle Club

is having it's first of the spring to
the Baltimore Bicycle Show at the
Columbia Mall, on Sunday March
11. Departure from the freshman
quad is at 10:30, Sunday morning.
The ride is approximately 40
miles, round trip, and for further
information call 243-0053 or
243-7570.

LSAT
REVIEW COURSE, INC.

EXTENSIVE 20 HOUR REVIEW

FOR APRIL 14 & JULY 28 LSAT

TAUGHT BY ATTORNEYS

CLASSES BEGIN WED., MARCH 28 6-10 P.M.

No-additional charge for taking this course more than once

TUITION FEE $90

For further information call 202 223 - 1835

RONALDOS
Mexican-American

Restaurant

CARRY—OUT

8400 Loch Raven block

661-1550

SPECIAL STUDENT
DISCOUNT...

4 Tacos for a dollar!!

TYYr/77TYYYYTY7

You Must Bring This Ad!!!

classified
PASSPORT PICTURES, Graduate,
Medical, Dental school photos. Stu-
dent bonus. Inexpensive. Appoint-
ments anytime, encl. Sundays. Ed-
lavitch photographers. 764-0271.

BABY SITTER wanted Mon. Wed.
Fri. - in my home - walking distance
from Homewood campus - exper-
ience with infant required - call
889-5543.

TRIP TO- USSR! Want to camp 3
months through Eastern Europe and
U§SR 1973 summer for $1000? Hop-
kins group needs one or two people.
Call David Eaton: 24

1
The Areakfast Programi at St. Johns
Church, 27th and St. Paul Sts., needs,

volunteers every morning 7:30 - 8:30i

to help serve food, play games, or l

just be a friend. If interested call.

Marie at 889 - 4153.

WANTED -1 or 2 Bedroom apartmentl

from mid-May to end of August.

Phone.,i 435-8590.

FOUND - Full grown German shep-I

hard (male) - black and tan mixed,

wearing collar and flea collar withl,
1972 license tag, was owned by Paul l

Edwards, now in Air Force, who:

-lived at 5310 York Rd. If you were
taking care of the dog or could give
him a good home, call the SPCa at

3 300 Falls Rd. 669-7547 or

594-1950.

HARLEY'S ORIGINAL
SANDWICH CREATIONS

3111 St. Paul Street

VOLUNTEERS
Volunteers are needed to help

in the repair of inner city homes
anytime from March 12 thru April
25. For more information, call
Andy Jones, ext. 321; Iry Jacobs,
ext., 1 265; or Bob Horner, ext.
416.

GENDER OPTIONS
Dr. John Money, of the Johns

Hopkins Hospital, will speak on
that perennially interesting topic
of "Gender Options" in the Clip-
per Room, Shriver Hall, on Tues-
day, March 6 at I pm.

AUDITIONS FOR BARNSTORM
Auditions for the Barnstormers"

The Unknown Soldier and His
Wife will be held Tues, Mar. 6, at 7
in Shriver Hall.

MCAT
REVIEW COURSE, INC.

NOW OFFERING EXTENSIVE 24 HOUR REVIEW FOR

MAY 5 MCAT

CLASSES BEGIN SATURDAY, MARCH 24

No additional charge for taking this course more than once

TUITION FEE $115 CLASS SIZE LIMITED

For further information call 202 223 - 1835

THE HUNGTHES
FOR HARLEY'S

3111 St. Paul Street

The Hopkins Orals
"Disgusting" - Sigmund Suskind

"Communist" - Dick Oles

"Radical" - John Gryder

"What?" - George Benton

THE CATHOLIC COMMUNITY
ON CAMPUS

Tomorrow Is Ash Wednesday !!!
Services:

12:05 p.m. - Levering Great Hall
7:30 p.m. - in Newman House

2941 N. Charles

Weekday Masses During Lent:

12:05 p.m. in Levering Hall Chapel

WEDNESDAY NOON SERIES

presented by

The Johns Hopkins University Office of Special Events
Garrett Room, Eisenhower Library, Homewood Campus

March 7: 12 Noon

"SYMBOLIC ART IN THE AQUARIAN AGE"

Bob Hieronimus

Baltimore Artist, Symbologist and President
of AUM (Aquarian University in Maryland)

Take a free Mini-Lesson
and increase your reading

speed on the spot!
Take a free Mini-Lesson
In 60 minutes, over 80% of our Mini-Lesson audiences increase
their reading speed. Just a little, but enough to know what it's
like. At the Mini-Lesson, you will find out how the Evelyn Wood
technique handles difficult textbook material. How it improves
memory and concentration. And, how it makes reading a pleasure
instead of a chore. The Mini-Lesson is one hour that could
change your life, too!

Johns
Hopkins

All Mini - Lessons Held

at Bradford Apt. Lounge

33rd 8 St. Paul

Tuesday, March 6 3:00 p.m., 7:00 p.m.

Wednesday, March 7 3:00 p.m., 7:00 p.m.

Thursday, March 8 3:00 p.m., 7:00 p.m.

AKC fIrnoyed Puppies for sale.]

(White.)Huskys) 6 wks. old. Call

833-9190.
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Comedy and orgies 

Origin of comedy discussed by Erich Segal
Erich Segal, renowned author

and classical scholar, advanced
his concept of The Birth of
Comedy yesterday afternoon to a
captivated audience at the
Turnbull lecutre series.
" 'Comedy' has no fewer than

three parents;" Segal stated, as he
presented several possible Greek
derivations of the word. Noting
the three, koma, kome, and
komos, alluding to sleep,
country, and orgies, respectively,

Segal launched into a fascinating
presentation of their ethnological
and poetical validity as the
pa ents of our present 'comedy'.
"Koma begat comedy bedaUse.

of the uninhibiting nature of
nocturnal activii$,— . Segal.
suggested, adding that an erotic
sense of letting go and the sense
of, indulgence were also
encompassed in this first possible

parent.
In spite of several classical

examples supporting koma, Segal
noted that most scholars did not
consider the derivative
etimologically valid. But Segal
did suggest its poetical validity.
"Kome is related to comedy

because the country is
symbolically associated with
greater freedom and wide space,"
Segal noted.. Kome, from the
Greek for country or villge,
evokes a sense of stepping out of
bounds, literally escaping from
the confines of the ancient city
walls.
"Plato advanced kome as the

antithesis of polls," he remarked.
The kome, in contrast to the
walled city, had no walls and was
wide open and free. "There are
no walls to the behavior of
comedy and hence its relation to
kome,." Segal remarked. "That
so many comedies take place in
the country is no accident," he
continued, citing several
examples.
According to the 'linguistic

doctors' the only begetter of
comedy is komos. Komos, the
Greek for primitive holiday,
encompasses phallus worship and
orgiastic indulgence.

Komos precedes comedy, they
are discreet phenomenon
reflecting similar states of mind,"
Segal said.

Delving into the religious and
festive significance of orgies, he
showed how they were,originally
conceived in fear as a prayer for
the rebirth of the years and the
regrowth of the fields.
"Th e stimula t ive magic

Erich Segal
achieved by the mass matings was significance, for by
meant to intensify the magic of order, the primitive
their prayer," he asserted, created a state of
"Even the anarchic sense has chaos similar to that

dissolving
qilebrants
primoridal
before the

birth of the world."
While the relation between

orgies and comedy was at times
tenuous, Segal easily tied the two
together.

"For the orgy ends happily
and there is a return to order and
so with comedy," he remarked,
"It is a story with a happy
ending.
The instinct cries out that the

inner life can't do without orgies,
but it also can't do without
comedy. Comedy is the more
ciiiilized enterprise.
'Segal suggested that ',all three,

sleep, village, and orgy license the
indulgence of fantasy, release
from life and its discontents."

Citing that the enormous
poetic validity of the first two
possible derivations added certain
dimensions to 'Comedy', Segal
advanced the notion tthat "there
must be some Indo-European
tract which will link the three."

Endowed chair to go to chem prof
No Homewood professor has

as yet been selected to chair the
most recent permanently
endowed $1 million chair at
Hopkins, according to George
Owen, Dean of the Homewood
campus.
The gift of $1 million for the

endowment of a named
professorship was received from
D. Mead Johnson Foundation,
Inc., headed by D. Mead
Johnson, an alumnus and trustee
of the University.

Traditionally the area of

We'll miss you, Tony
In an effort to streamline

operations, purge the staff od
illiterates and pass the buck, the
News-Letter Board of Control
granted Richard E. Waring
complete responsibility for the
paper in a brief, simple ceremony
Sunday night.
Waring, a junior from

Cambridge, Mass. and present
co-Editor-in-Chief, will succeed
himself and Editor Don Lassus
who abdicated his portion of the
N-L throne under the pressure of
"changing times."

"It's in with the new and out
with the old," declared three
year News-Letter veteran Waring
as he swaggered about the
spacious editors' office. "The
only problem is- what to do with
this extra desk."
An infamous group of

malcontents, the Board also saw
fit to replace the remainder of
the present staff with a group of
fledgling new-comers and
battered oldsters.

Filling the newly-created
positions of Contributing Editor
are William "Lightning" Abbott
and B.H. Cohen, a suspected
former business manager .

Fred Slone, a relatively
unknown but reputedly
competent junior, will assume
the duties of Business Manager,
replacing Cohen and unsung
business hero John Crofford.

Baltimore native Jerry Neser
and Allen Short, a married

undergraduate desperately in
need of job training, will occupy
the Day Editor slots yielded
willingly by Abbott and Bob
Paulus, a happily graduating
senior.

Despite the better judgement
of the Board, Clayton Buick was
promoted from his menial job as
production manager to Managing
Editor. Esther Ciller was coaxed
back from a long period of
retirement to fill the other
Managing position. They will
replace Jim Felici and Richard
Gurlitz, two apathetic seniors.
Lacrosse enthusiast Bill

Schoeffler was selected to replace
Sports Editors "Smiling Ed"
Brethauer and pre-med throat
Mark Liefer.
Foolishly refusing to

relinquish his post as a
Photography Editor, sophomore
Jeff Forman was re-elected along
with freshman hotshot Brain
Blitz.
Hopkins swashbuckler Bob

Baum will take on the duties of
Photo Production Manager,
presently held by William Waters,
an undergraduate of
undetermined status known by
his cohorts as "The Blade."

academic strength at Hopkins has
been the Chemistry Department.
"Dozens of faculty members,

former faculty members and
graduates of the Chemistry
Department have risen to
prominence in science over
a period of nearly ten dacades,"
reports the Hopkins Gazette.

At present, Owen and Steven
Muller, President of the
University, are in the process of
deciding which Chemistry
professor will receive the chair.
"Of course I have some

people in mind for the job,"
explained Richard Kokes, head
of the Chemistry Department.
"But at this time I think it would
be unwise to talk about
candidates before the Professor is
chosen," he added.

The recent gift is the first of
hopefully 50 such endftments
to be granted to Hopkins so that
an additional 50 named
professorships at $1 million each
could be raised for the 1976
Centennial celebrations.
"We are deeply grateful to D.

Mead Johnson for this splendid
gift," said Muller. "His is the first
gift to provide permanence for an
existing faculty position since the
University launched its new
campaign for 50 professorships,

and as such it is heartening
evidence of the concern we hope
many will share for the future of
the Johns Hopkins institutions."

Johnson, a resident of Palm
Beach, Florida, was awarded a
Bachelor of Science degree in
economics from Hopkins in
1936. After graduation, he went
to work for Mead Johnson and
Company, the pharmaceutical
firm that had been founded by
his grandfather.
From 1953 to 1955, Mr.

Johnson served as an alumni
trustee of the University, and in
1968 was elected to a six year
term as an alumni trustee.
The "Hopkins Hundreds"

campaign, in addition to $50
million for faculty endowment,
seeks $20 million in private
support that will make possible a
$100 million rebuilding program
at • Johns Hopkins Hospital; the
remaining 580 million will be.
borrowed and repaid out of
income from patient care.

The campaign seeks another
S30 million to assure financial
assistance for talented students
of limited means, to provide
funds necessary to acquire and
maintain library resources and to
renew the University's physical
plant.

Shirley Chisholm to speak in Shriver Thurs.
Congresswoman Shirley Chisholm will

speak on "Racism and Sexism" Thursday,
March 8, at 7 p.m. in Shriver Hall.

Her talk is being co-sponsored by the
Hopkins Black Student Union and the
women's Center and will be open to the
public without charge.

-Chisholm, who was a candidate for the
1972 Democratic Presidential nomination,
represents New York's 12th congressional
district in Brooklyn. She became the first
black woman ever elected to Congress in
1968.

An Expertise

Since her first successful campaign for a
New York State Assembly seat in 1964,
Chisholm has developed an expertise in
early childhood education and child
welfare.

In Congress, she serves on the House

Education and Labor Committee and is
chairman of the Military Affairs
Committee of the Congressional Black
Caucus.
Throughout her political career,

Chisholm has championed the causes of
black and female liberation. Her 1968
campaign slogan, "Unbought and
Unbossed," has become the title' of her •
recently published autobiography.
A native of New York's 12th

congressional district, Shirely Anita St.
Hill Chisholm, the oldest of four girls, was
born on November 30, 1924. After
graduation from Girls High School in
Brooklyn, she went on to obtain a B.A. cum
laude, from Brooklyn College. She m
received an M.A. in education and a
diploma in administration and -
supervision from Columbia University. Shirley Chisholm
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Opinion
Existential (not future) shock A musical tribute to King, and more

Sometime between 1960 and 1970 a

corner was turned in the course of the

West. It is not possible to pinpoint a

specific year, but it was probably closer

to the end of the decade than the
beginning that something very

fundamental happened to the psyche of

Western society.
A major revelation of this change came

in 1970 with the publication of Charles

Reich's book, The Greening of America.

The revelation did not come as much

from the substance of the book though

there were epiphanies-as from the

reaction of middle-class American adults

to it. Reich touched a nerve and the

twinge was felt everywhere from the

Op-Ed page of the New York Times to

the Roland Park Woman's Club in

Baltimore.
The tenor of the reviews was that

Reich had asked the right questions but

was wrong about many of the answers.

Particulary ingenuous was the book's

main theme -that the revolution of

consciousness occurring among young

Americans would, as its denouement,

change the political structure of the
etrnie 1,1//7 J.

discussion the book triggered than 11"0171

the book itself.
Many who at first eagerly sided with

Reich do not talk about the book
now when they do it is with a trace of
bitterness at having been taken in-and
though it has only been two years since
The Greening of America appeared, it
seems more and more certain to be
remembered chiefly as an item of early
70's nostalgia. But whatever the
shortcomings of the guided tour through
Consciousness I, II and ill, it must be
credited to Reich that his verdancy g gave
voice to the pain for many who otherwise
would not have known how to express it
and thus helped herald the apocalypse.

Reiche wrote as a generalist, but he
rarely reached beyond the confines of
social science and all but ignored what
literary, philosophical and theological
perception could bring to the rather large
question of human wholeness. The
Reichian broad strokes and rigid
categories of consciousness excluded
more than the subject allowed, which is
another way of saying that the analysis
was oversimplified.

In Howard's End. E. M. Forster
envisaged, with the coming of World War
L, the end of a way of life, Europe had
known for almost 100 years. He was, of
course, right and is cOnsidered one of the
literary prophets of the centruy. It' this
kind of epocal beginning and end can be
Sketched with broad strokes, it seems as
though another epoch has just ended and
that we have moved from the modern to
what I would like to think of as the
post-modern world.
From the birth of Christ to the Middle

Ages, into the Renaissance and through
the doldrums of the Reformation,
through war, famine, infirmity and about

every other form of tribulation we know
today, there was, in the Western World, a
sustaining credo which gave a man,
however high or low his position, a sense
of what he was and what his ultimate fate
would be: this belief was an acceptance,
though sometimes questioned, of God as
creator and benefactor.

But starting in the 17th century, belief
in God and the accompany guarantee of
happiness in the world to come was
replaced as the summum bonum in the
minds of some of Europe's most eminent
philosophers and scientists, by belief in
reason and progress. its fruit. Until the
20th cnetury, relatively few embraced
this religion of reason and progress to a
significant extent; most people still
pinned their ultimate hope on the
promise of a better existence in a world
beyond this world.
But as the century progressed, a

growing number of people moved from a.
level of slightly more than subsistence to

a level approaching what we now call

affluence. During the past decade the rate

of progress was so rapid that the

intangible fruits of a secular golden age

came to be expected by more people than

at any previous time.
Developing almost in paralled with the

new affluence of this century waa an

-erosion, within the emerging middle class,

of trust in traditional religious v alues.

Again, during the past decade, the rate of

slippage from the moorings of theism for

so, many was without precedent. Most
importantly, the ten years between 1960

and 1970 saw the crisis of religious belief

peak at about the same time as the

trembling of the Temple of Progress.

A prime reason, it seems, for the

malaise and spiritual trauma of the

present time is that it is becoming
increasingly difficult for a growing

number of people to pin their hopes on

either religious belief or the immanent

gods of reason and progress. There is, at

present. no stuntman bonum, no final,

determinative value which. seems secure.

Sartre believes the reason men have-

been so eager for so long to claim the
‘-‘e.

le uman
iict of their own ineluctable mortality,

without trying to become more than they
are. For if existence precedes essence.
instead of the other way aramd, the
burden is solely on us; we are condemned
to freedom and the necessity of creating
ourselves according to rules we choose.
Condemned indeed! If we come into

the world without what has always been
called a "nature," then we must face the
consequences of this-that 'man alone is
responsible for what he is and no more
than he makes of himself. "Everything,"
says Sartre, "is permissible if God does
not exist, and as i result man is [orlon,
because neither within him nor without
does he find anything to cling to. He
can't start making excuses for himself. If
existence really does precede essence,
there is no explaining things away by

reference to a fixed and given (or falleni

human nature. In other words, there is no

determinism, man is free, man is

freedom." (Italics added).
Satre's insistence that the absence of a

Creator negates the concept of human

nature is the key element of his thought

which distinguishes him from his atheistic

predecessors, and the implications of this
idea are what constitute the novel thrust
of existentialism. Sartre continues: "I am
abandoned in the world, not in the sense
that I might reamin abandoned and
passive in a hostile universe like a board -
floating on the water, but rather in the
sense that I find myself suddenly alone
and without help, engaged in a world for
which I bear the whole responsibility
without being able, whatever I do, to tear
myself away from this responsibility for
an instant."

If we are free to choose ourselves, this
means necessarily that we are
simultaneously choosing mankind as well.
And this, Sartre says, leads to anguish:

"The man who involves himself and who

realizes that he is not only the person he
chooses to be, but also a lawmaker who
is, at the same time, choosing all mankind

r3

responsibility.... For every man

everything happens as if all mankind had
its eyes fixed on him and were guiding
himself by what he does."
Perhaps the current trauma of Western

society is due less to what has recently
been called future shock than to
existential shock. And maybe America
will experience a slight greening if, as we
get further into the post-modern world,
we can face this question: When a share
in Divinity --on both sides of the
grave--seems less sure, can we make it on
our own? Now that is seems less possible
to be God, can man be man?

Opinion is everybody's voice in the
News-Letter. Send typewritten copy to
box 1230, campus mail. Today's column
is by Rene J. Muller, a doctoral candidate
in chemistry at Homewood.

By CRAIG HAN KIN

"I never heard a man speak like this

man before."
With these words began the world

premiere of " Tribute: Martin Luther

King" by Jean Eichelberger Ivery last

Saturday night at Shriver Hall.

Performed by the Peabody Symphony

Orchestra, conducted by Leon Muller, the

work featured the fine voice of

bass-baritone Earl Grandison of

Philadelphia
Symphonic in nature, "Tribute"

incorporates four traditional spirituals

(including "Let My People Go") and is

presented in three movements. The first

movement '(noderato fluendo) is marked
by striking confusion and discord. Strings

play against horns to achieve this effect

of violence and tumult. Ivey's

arrangement is a statement on our times.
Drums firing like 'snots open the

second movement (animato) and a
percussive buildup climaxing with the
sound of a gong recall the tense opening
riffs of the Rolling Sones' "Gimme
Shelter." However, this movement, once

past the turbulent introduction takes on
a softer tone thanjs heard anywhere else

'lie iiflJ movMnent (Energkej comes
back with even stronger, more ominous
discords than :arre_' present in tht first two
segments. An eerie dialogue between the
strings and winds emphasizes this
continual theme of contention and
conflict.

Soloist Grandison made the most of
lyrics that did not truly lend themselves
to the type of music they accompanied.
His rich, resonant tones were a continual
pleasure.
Composer

composition
Ivey, a member of the
faculty of the Peabody

Conservatory and director of the
electronic music studio, was present at
the premiere and received a hearty
ovation despite the small audience. Her
composition, commissioned by Miss
Margaret Lauer of New Orleans, was
completed in 1969.

Few men ever attain the double distinction which

marked Professor Earl R. Wasserman during his years

at this University: an internationally respected scholar,

he was a diligent teacher, admired by students and

scholars alike.
Wasserman brought a refreshing earthiness to his

work. In The Finer Tone, his book-length study of

Keats' major poems, Wasserman commented on his

studies: "The scholar who can supply extra-textual

information," he wrote, "has...become a kind of rich

uncle who, having made a fortune in sewage, is handy

to have around for assistance but is not introduced to

the guests."
Wasserman's humor only enhanced his abilities as an

educator. Students who have taken courses with

Wasserman remember him for the intensity with which

he approached literature, and for the clarity of his

presentations. One senior majoring in English

remarked that he has never encountered a better

teacher.
Wasserman began his association with Hopkins over

forty years ago, and taught here for a quarter-century,

the last twenty years as Caroline Donovan Professor.

Be fore his untimely death Saturday evening,

Wasserman was able to enrich the lives of a generation

of young people.
On behalf of the Hopkins community, we extend

our sympathy to Mrs. Wasserman. Her husband has

been a friend. We will miss him.

Opening the program was the
"Sinfonia in Re," a light, melodious piece
for string ensemble by Frantisek Mica.
Then follwed the "Tribute" and a brief
intermission.
The Peabody Conservatory Chorus

then came onstage to perform "Ubi

Caritas et Amor," basically a motet (that

is, a choral work based on a sacred text

but without instrumental
accompaniment) for six voices, based on

a text of verses for Maundy Thursday
dating from 450 A. D. It was given as an
antiphon for mixed choir in memory of
Pope John XXIII in 1964.

The finale was Dvorak's "Te Deum,
Op. 103," for chorus, orchestra, soprano
and baritone. Soloists Jane Bower and
Michael Knaub gave admirable
performances, and the orchestra really
justified the choice of "Te Deum" as the
program's closing piece.

Dancing collage of talent
By ANDREW LASHLEY

Clive Barnes describes the Louis Falco

Dance Company as "the most exciting

dance company to emerge during the last

decade." Speaking as one who knows

next to nothing about modern dance, I'll

take Barnes at his word; for Falco's

performance to a capacity crowd at

Goucher College on Friday, March 2 was,

in un-lerstatement, a moving experience.
F ate la' t u n (0.1  ores_ented three 

and "Caviar". The clnipany's approach in
each of the widely differing dances was
direct and dramatic. The choreography
emphasized the development of the
individual identities of the five dancers,
Louis Falco, Juan Antonio, Jennifer
Muller, Georgiana Holmes, and Mary Jane
Eisenberg...
"Huescape", choreographed by Louis

Falco, was the first dance presented and
featured Jennifer Muller, Falco himself,
and Juan Antonio. The composition
revolved around an interplay between
heterosexual and homosexual roles, as
portrayed by the one female and two
male dancers. "Huescape" demanded an
emotional response which was created by
Falco's intricate combination of
choreography and drama.
"Nostalgia," choreographed by

Jennifer Muller, utilized flowing costums

and a collage of twenties' music to create
-what was simultaneously a spoof of the
flapper mentality and an intense
representation of feminine ego. Dancers
Muller, Holmes, and Eisenberg acted out
a burlesque of a twenties stage
production, with an emphasis on

'competition for the archtypal star role.
Falco's "Caviar" was the most abstract

of the three compositions, not fitting into
any simple interpretive schema. The

r pts the

likenesses Of sharks and .:4 Original score
by Vertical Burn, the Falco Company's
touring rock band.
Flaco is in the forefront of

experimental dance, having worked with
holograms (three dimensional images
transmittPd through giant photographic
plates via laser beams) on a Guggenheim
Fellowship Grant. It is impossible to
visually differentiate between the real
object and the transmitted image of the
hologram.

Falco grew up on the lower east side "of
Manhattan, and toured with the Jose -
Limon Dance Company after graduating,
from New York City's High School for
the Performing Arts. He has performed

'throughout the United States with
notable appearance at Lincoln Center,
Kennedy Center, and City Center in New
York.

Oh, our splendor, all the intricate and broken splendor
By MICHAEL SIEGEL

A bit .(if medieval splendor exists
amidst all of Homewood's Georgian
rusticity. In the Hutzler Reading Room
of Gilman Hall are nineteen massive
windows, each one of which is
embellished with an intricate design in
such a way as to suggest the stained glass
windows of the Gothic churches and,
cathedrals of the Middle Ages.

But, sadly. the windows suggest a
church or a cathedral that has fallen into
disuse or disrepair. A phrase from
Shakespeare's Sonnet 73 conies to mind.
out of context but all to appropriate for
the situation-"bare ruined choirs." All of
the windows have at least one pane of
glass that is cracked, and there are gaping
holes and jagged edges. Several windows
are missing parts of their designs.

Slow road
Of course, the windows are not yet

"ruined," but they are vell along that
slow road to destruction. James
Fitzgerald, librarian of the Reading
Room, points out that the glass around
the holes disintegrates, thus gradually
making the holes larger. In the bottom
drawer of a filing cabinet he has several
envelopes full of broken glass.

Fitzgerald says that almost all of the
damage to the windows has occured in
the last two years. The windows
themselves were _made in 1929 _several
years after Hopkins moved uptown to the
Homewood campus, and were
constructed with money donated by the
family of Francis Thompson King in
memoriam to King, who was one of the
original University trustees.
Although the windows do evoke

religious impressions, the designs on them
are decidedTy secular in nature. Al! of the
designs are printer's marks of the
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries; that is,
they were the imprinted symbols used by
the printers to signify their work.
The windows in the central bay of the

Reading Room feature the marks of

pronably thP most prominent of these
publishers. Window number nine (starting
from the Southeast corner) shows the
mark of William Caxton, who printed and
published the first books printed in
English and the first works to be printed
in England. The window is readily
recognized by the- -large segment of the

design which is missing, tne victim of a
thrown rock, and by the bullet hole on
the left side of the window.
To the right of this window is the one

that serves as a centerpiece of all
nineteen. This is the window depicting
the mark of Gutenberg, the first printer
,of the Bible. It features dedication to

Francis King, "in appreciation or tne
devotion and service until his death (as)

one of the original trustees of the Johns,
Hopkins University..."

Abuses
For those windows that have so far

escaped undamaged, there are other
abuses that can be arranged. Window
number one, depicting the mark of
Reynold Wolfe, a printer for the King of
England in the sixteenth century, is
half-covered by a bright-red fan that
looks like a propellor from an RAF
Spitfire. Window number fourteen,
showing the mark of Robert Estienne of
Paris, is crudely adorned with a small
hand-written sign that emphatically
orders "Never open this window." And
all of the windows appear not to have
been dusted since Truman's reelection.

Happily, it looks as if the University is
finally moving to repair the windows.
John Geiger of the Physical Plant Office,
says that "the windows will definitely be
taken care of by the end of the summer."
Funds for the repair job, "which would
not be as expensive as it would appear,"
are provided for by the normal
maintenence budget. "The windows are
not stained glass, but painted glass," he
said, explaining that this meant that the
repairs would not cost as much as if the
glass were of the stained variety. The
University has saved the original tracings
of the windows and the designs, thus
further facilitating the repair work.
Perhaps, by next September, the

windows of the Hutzler Reading Room
will be restored to their former glory, and
no longer will it be necessary to conjure
up phrases of Shakespeare.
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Canino to perform for Shriver Concert Series
Bruno Canino, prominent

Italian pianist and composer, will
give a recital this Sunday Evening
at 7:30 in Shriver Hall.

Sponsored by the Shriver Hall
Concert Series in conjunction
with the Office of the Dean of
Students, the concert will include
works by Franz Joseph Haydn,
Claude Debussy, Karlheinz
Stockhausen, and Franz
Schubert.

Mr. Canino was born in Naples
in 1946. He completed his
musical studies both in piano and

composition at the Verdi
Conservatory in Milan. He has
won several prizes in both
national and international
competitions, and has also been
concertizing in Europe and the
United States.

J. Thalia Farnol and Martin J.
Goldsmith, student
representatives on the Board of
Directors of the Shriver Hall
Series, pointed to the concert as
an opportunity for students to
hear a varied program of chamber
music. Both noted the lack of

good music on campus and
expressed surprise that more
students do not take advantage
of the Series.
"Once a student has advanced

beyond the travesties of Walter
Carlos,- observed Goldsmith,
the chances for him to be

musically satisfied at Hopkins are
rare.-

Despite the fat that both
Farnol and Goldsmith are
Hopkins students, both have
developed substantial musical
interests. Farnol began her study

of the piano at age 5 and for
many years attended the School
of Music of Carnegie-Mellon
University in Pittsburgh.
Goldsmith, whose mother is a
violist with the Cleveland
Orchestra, studied the French
Horn and currently sings with the
chorus of the Baltimore Opera
Company.

Tickets for Sunday evening's
concert can be obtained in
Barton Hall 104 or at the door.
There are special rates of $1.50
.for students II • •

Another concert is planned by
the Hopkins band for Sat., March
17 at 8 p.m. in Shriver Hall.
According to newly-elected Band
President John Bober, the
50-member ensemble will present
Beethoven's Egmont Overture,
arranged for band; a suite from
George Gershwin's opera Porgy
and Bess; and two pieces by
Caesar Giovanni, a contemporary
composer.

This concert will feature a
special appearance by band
Director l "Gebby" gebelein.

FREE WITH TWA.
WE'LL GIVE YOU 24 HRS

TO COLLECT.
This spring recess, when you land in any of these cities,

if you show your TWA Youth Passport and present your
boarding pass to any TWA ticket office within 24 hours of
your arrival, you'll get a nice, fat coupon book full of discounts,
two-for-ones, and free things. (If, by the way, you don't own
a TWA Youth Passport, we'll be happy to accept your other

airline youth card for an even trade, at the ticket office or
airport before you depart. Then you too can cash in on the
coupon book.)

So, ifyou're off across the country this spring recess, take
a look at what you'll get if you fly TWA.

Youth Passport is a servicelnark owned exclusively by TWA.

FREE IN LOS ANGELES
Freeboat ride around Marina del Rey.

Free hour of surfboard rental in Santa Monica.
Buy one meal, get one free at the Bratskellar restaurant.

Free hour of bike rental in Marina del Rey.

FREE IN SAN FRANCISCO
Buy one "Son-of-a-bitch" stew, get one free at Mother Lode.

Buy four hours, get 20 free hours of motorbike rental at the Cycle Pit.
Buy one dinner, get one free at

Crouchons homemade-cooking restaurant.

FREE IN DENVER
Free tour of Denver by Gray Line.
Free beer at Thlagi's in Boulder.

Buy one admission, get one free to Wheeler Opera House —
Aspen's twin movie house.

Fourth day of lift tickets free at Vail.
Free ski guide tour from Vail Ski School.
Fourth day of lift tickets free at Aspen.

Free hour of horseback riding at Mahaney's Stables.
Free admission (and discounts on drinks) at Denver Folklore Center.

For more information see your Campus Rep or call TWA.

WITH TWA IT PAYS TO BE YOUNG.
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BAYS polls political opinions of young voters
By FRED WATERMAN

The Baltimore Area Youth
Study was designed to investigate
the political opinions and
candidate preferences of young
people who would be eligible to

ivote in their first Presidential
ielection in 1972. Respondents
were selected on an equal
probability basis from Maryland's
Third Congressional District. •

Then In May
Conducted in three phases, in

January, May, and November
1972, the survey placed great
emphasis on the changes of
attitude between January and
November, of these 17 to 24 year
olds. The study showed
George McGovern behind Richard
Nixon as the choice for President
in January, then in May McGovern
had strong backing, being 18
percentage points ahead, 59-41.
By November, this settled down
to a 51-49 margin.
The interesting fact is that in

May, Nixon received his highest

HARLEY'S
ORIGINALITY
IN SANDWICHES

3111 St. Paul Street

• SPECIAL
NOTICE 

Student
and
Faculty
Discounts

on
Goddyear Tires
6ates Tires

Recapped Tires
Monarch Tires

Brakes
Alignment
Tune-Up

AGrease & Oil Char-19e
Shock Absorbers

Anti-Freeze
Wheels

Pala
Sidirlitze
Tire :co.

32: •9
IlIen St.

539-5390
Several Credit Plain Availabl

rating from the respondents for
his performance as president,•
although his relative popularity
was at its lowest.

The Reason
The survey perceived a growing

disenchantment with McGovern
as a candidate, as the reason for
changes in the survey figures,
rather than growing support for
the President.
When asked the reason for their

Presidential preferences, 47%
referred to the issues, 19%
mentioned candidate experieve,
and another 19% said they didn't
like the other candidate.
Among those who mentioned
issues, foreign policy matters
were clearly the most prevalent. In
general, most respondents felt
•that foreign policy matters
were the "most important
problems facing the country."
The economy was considered
secondary, along with civil
liberties.

From January to November,

-1E11.'5 sEIMOD
SUBMARINES

DOUBLE BUKGERS
EAT-IN OR CARRY-OUT,
ST. PAUL AND 32nd

-PRINTING & TYPESETTING-

We specialize in the production of
newsletters, small magazines, bro-
chures, manuals and short-run books.
All work is done locally to offer you
the fastest possible service and qual-
ity control at the lowest price.

CALL FOR ESTIMATE 366-3833

Litho Services, 308 Birkwood PI.

between 41% and 43% approved
. of how the Nixon administration
was handling the problem they
thought was most important
This pattern did not match the
increase in Nixon support from
May to November any closer than
the patterns showing the approval
of Nixon's work as President. In

I November, only 37% thought that
• .4. moat. •••••
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NAT'L. IDS.
• Preparation for tests required

for admission to graduate and
profeisional schools

• Six and twelve session courses
• Small groups
• Voluminous material for home

study prepared by experts in
each field

• Lesson schedule can be
tailored to meet individual
needs.
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Special Compact Courses
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STANLEY H. KAPLAN
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j (301) 530 - 0211
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Hopkins students, new and old eat at:

Pecora's
Restautant

for the Finest Italian Food in town

332G Greenrnount Ave.
SPAGHETTI MEANS
PIZZA PIE A.SPECIALTY

CARRY OUT SERVICE
CALL 889-3831 14

McGovern could do any better
than Nixon's administration had.
Thus, although most respondents
were dissatisfied with Nixon's
handling of the country's most
niportant problems, as a group,
they were not certain enough of
McGovern's ability to support him
to the extent that they
disapproved of the President.

ATISICZP=P,

Some issues had opinions vary
greatly within the time of the
interviews. Approval of Nixon's
wage-price freeze and controls
dropped from 67% in January to
45% in November. In this same
time, there was growing desire to
have a withdrawal within six
months from Vietnam, and a cut
in military spending.

TT TT
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'THRU
THURSDAY

For Each

• Adult Member
of Your Party

off
PITCHERS OF BEER

OR

GOBLETS OF WINE
ALL YOU CAN DRINK

plus

ALL THE SALAD
YOU CAN MAKE

plus

A JUICY BONE-IN
SIRLOIN STEAK

WITH $2s5
THIS

FOR DINNER ONLY

EMERSONS, Ltd.
unlimited steak dinners

225 North Liberty Street
(In Charles Center)

Baltimore, Md.- 727-0515
WATCH FOR OUR. NEW TOWSON STORE

COMPLIMENTARY COFFEE OR TEA
WHAT DO YOU WEAR? ANYTHING!

Reminder-Goucher College
LIVE THERE NEXT YEAR
*Have you longed to be a commuter student

without the disadvantages of living at home?

*Now is the time to get nestled for next year!

Applications and further information are available

at the Housing Office and the Office of the Dean of Students.MUST BRING
AD WITH YOU
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Swordsmen topple Temple, take MAC crown
By BARRY KEMELHOR

For the first time in ten years,
the Johns Hopkins fencing team
has won the MAC Championship.
The Blue Jay swordsmen edged
defending champion Temple by a
single point last Saturday at
Madison New Jersey to capture
their first crown since 1963. This
marked the end of Temple's eight
year reign as conference Kings.
Two men in each of the three

weapons fenced 12 bouts apiece,
so there are 72 bouts in all. The
large number of encounters
makes the Hopkins margin of
victory seem all the more narrow,
but the Blue Jays are more than
satisfied with the outcome.

While Temple placed first in
the epee and foil team standings,
and third-place finisher Steveps
Tech took the sabre event,
Hopkins was the most consistent
in all three weapons and emerged
with the win. The Blue Jays
finished second in the epee and
foil, and third in sabre.
The oustanding individual

performer for Hopkins was
co-captain and epeeist Gary
Green. Gary outdueled his
opponents in all bilf one of his

twelve bouts to capture the

individual medal, and ensure his

selection as first team All-MAC.

Gary and junior Mark Davis

represented the Jays in the epee

event, with senior Will Andrews

substituting for Mark in three

bouts.
Freshman Bob Baum finished

the afternoon with a 10-2 foil

mark, which was good for second

place. Since the top three

finishers in each weapon receive

All-MAC honors, Bob joined

Green and sabre man Bruce

Livingston (9-3) in that elite

group. Baum also had the

additional satisfaction of handing

the eventual champion his only

setback of the tournament.

Last year's foil champ Glenn

Pantel provided able support,

finishing in the top six and
earning second team All-MAC
honors. Co-captain Bob Little

added five wins in sabre to back
Livingston's showing, as the team
performed splendidly as a unit.

All season long, Coach Dick

Oles has placed team
performance over individual

achievement, and the approach

has _paid off with a major title

Hopkins swimmers
repeat as champs

By DAN MYERS
The Johns Hopkins swimmers

outclassed all the competition
last weekend in Elizabethtown,
Pennsylvania to successfully
defend their title in the Middle
Atlantic Conference College
Division Championships. Hopkins
scored 505 points while the next
best teams, Elizabethtown and
Dickinson, earned 198 and 173
points respectively. The Blue
Jays won all events except the
diving and the breast stroke
races. In doing so, they broke six
Conference records.

Bill Milne personally
accounted for three of the new
records. He took the 500 yard
freestyle and the 100 yard
butterfly in very fast times, but
his best performance was in the
200 yard individual medley.
Milne's time of 1.58.3 qualified
him for the National
Championships in the University
Division in this event.
The other new records were

set by Mark Horning and Rob
Schwenkler. Horning finished
first in both the 100 and 200
yard back stroke events, winning
the latter contest with a 2.03.8
time. In this exciting event, a
Franklin and Marshall swimmer
also qualified for the National .
Championships in spite of losing
to Horning. Schwenkler won the
50 yard free style sprint in his
best time ever, a record breaking
22.3 seconds, and also took the
100 yard free style crown.
Other bright spots in the

overall Hopkins performance
included the wins by Bob Stoever
in both the 200 yard butterfly
and 200 yard free style races.
Elizabethtown swimmer David
Anstein took the breast stroke as
expected, but Coach Comfort
was particularly pleased with the
fact that Tom Coley, Andre Poe.

Brian Ward, and Jeff Cool all
placed with strong showings. In
fact, all 1 8 blue Jays
participating in the meet placed
in some contest, contributing
points to the Hopkins tally.
After the competition,

Comfort said, "It was a really

great performance. I was very

happy that everyone scored, and

I was especially pleased with the

work of diver Chris Pazandak.

The experience was .wonderful

for the back up swimmers."
As expected, Hopkins also did

well in the relay events. Both the

medley relay team of Milne,

Remaly, Horning and Keeble and

the 400 yard free-style relay unit

of Wright, Negrelli, Keeble and
McCaffery swam away with the

top Honors in their respective

events. McCaffery, a senior
competing in his last collegiate

meet, shaved his body for an all

out effort in the relay,

and 20 straight victories. The
Blue Jay swordsmen hope that

the streak continues as they head

into the NCAA Championships

on March 17-19. As the home

st4

team for that prestigious event,
the Jay musketeers appear to be
anything but compliant hosts.
The next event on the

post-season fencing calendar,

though, is this Saturday when me
Hopkins swordsmen travel to
Rochester, New York for the
North Atlantic Conference
Championships.

Laxmen damp in first scrimmage
By BILL SCHOEFFLER

On a drizzling and dreary
Saturday afternoon, the Johns
Hopkins varsity lacrosse team
wound up on the short end of an
8-7 score, succumbing to the
Maryland Lacrosse Club in their
first pre-season scrimmage.
The Clubmen, having started

their practicing before Hopkins
this year, demonstrated their
advantage in sharper ground ball
coverage and more effective
defensive work. Meanwhile, the
Blue Jays were frequently
hampered by rusty shooting,
unpolished teamwork, and an
inability to scoop ground balls
cleanly. These problems are to be
expected in the first sessions of
practice, though, and should
disappear in the near future.
The defense remains the big

question mark facing Coach Bob
Scott, but the problem is not as
bad as it appeared on Saturday.
Co-captain Jim Ferguson was
suffering from a virus infection
that limited his effectiveness and
forced him to leave the
scrimmage early. Mike Siegert
and Jim Adams, who started at
the other two posts, were unable
to make the best use of the
scrimmage experience since
Ferguson was below par.

After Ferguson left, Coach
Scott tried many defensive
combinations, using Jim
Scharback, Bob Barbera, and
sophomore Jeff Metzger along
with the two healthy starters. As
the hardest feature of the game
to coordinate effectively, the
defense was understandably
porous. The confusion in front of
the Hopkins nets resulted in five
Maryland goals, which marked
the difference between winning
and losing. Further work is also
needed in the defensive coverage
by the middies, who were often
standing around ineffectively
watching their men.
The scrimmage did have bright

moments for the Blue Jays too.
Among these was the stellar
performance turned in by goalie
Les Matthews, who was credited
with twenty saves, and freshman
Dale Kohler's pretty passing on
the second midfield line. In a
heads-up defensive play, Mike
Siegert stopped a potential score
when he blocked a slow roller
that had evaded Matthews. Other
fine plays were made by Bill
McCutcheon, on a diving effort
to intercept a clearing pass, and
by Rick Kowalchuck who was
voracious with ground balls and
doled out a crunching body

check to thwart a Maryland clear.
The scrimmage began well

enough as Jack Thomas tallied
the first two goals of the
afternoon. Maryland, though„
came back to score six of the
next seven over the following
thirty minutes, taking advantage
of the unsure Jay defense.
Hopkins rallied to tie the score at
six and at seven but was unable
to recover after the Clubmen
registered the eigth and winning
goal.

Thomas Assists

In addition to his two goals,
Thomas served up three assists

for Hopkins. Crease attack Don
Krohn converted two of the
feeds at the goalmouth, while

junior Bill Nolan found the net

with a hard low bouncer when
Hopkins was two men up.
Kowalchuck and McCutcheon
each contributed solo shots to
complete the Blue Jay scoring.

Also symptomatic of early
scrimmages, mental errors and
inexperience marred the clear
breaking technique. With three
more weeks before the regular

season begins, the coaching staff
should have time to define the
riding assignments and
responsibilities, resolving this

problem as well.

13'ballers wrap up record-breaking season
The Johns Hopkins varsity

basketball team won the last four
games of the 1972-73 season to
cap off the greatest year in
Homewood history. Only by a
quirk of fate that saw
Muhlenberg unexpectedly upset
Widener were the Blue Jays
eliminated from the Middle
Atlantic Conference playoffs.
Led by co-captains John

Rutter and Bobby Freedman,
Hopkins posted a 14-10 won-lost
record that is the best ever logged
by any varsity hardcourt squad
since the school took up the
sport. This team set seven records
over the course of the season,
including most wins in one
season, best percentage (.584),
and most points per game (78.3).

Single game marks fell in the
109-72 win over Haverford last
January, when records for most
points in one game and largest
margin of victory were both
shattered.

Highly talented junior Bill
Jews set two individual records,
as well. His 525 points were more
than any Blue Jay had scored in
one season and the 21.9 points
per game was another new high.
The season began in Novern!,—...r

when Hopkins participated in the
Schaefer Metro Tournament.
After suffering an agonizing one
point loss to Towson State,
whom the Jays outplayed, the
varsity downed Coppin State and
UMBC to earn fifth place in the
first action of the year.

After the tournament,
Hopkins played perennial
Mason-Dixon power Catholic
University to a standstill in
regulation time, only to fall off
in the overtime period, losing
102-96. The Blue Jays came back
to dominate Swarthmore in the
last contest before the holiday
break. At this point, the team
was playing a superior brand of
ball and seemed destined for
greatness.

During intersession, Hopkins
drove to Florida to take part in
the Sun Coast Classic. With only
two hours of practice in a month,
the team was unable to last a full
game against either opponent,
losing both games in the second
half. Nonetheless, Jews set

scoring and rebounding records
at the Eckerd gym and was
named to the All-tournament
team.

Within 36 hours of their return

from Florida, the fatigued Blue

Jays lost to Widener College on
the road, but then put together a
strong four game winning streak

that included an upset overtaller

Gettysburg and the
record-breaking performance
against Haverford.

Losses to Muhlenberg and

Towson State were followed by
one of the finest basketball
disilays ever performed by
Hopkins squad. The cageo
excelled in every aspect of the

game to defeat soundly Lebanor

Valley.


